For over 70 years Ryazan State Medical University named after academician I.P. Pavlov has been training qualified personnel for the system of Health Care System. The University has gained authority in Russia and abroad. Today the University conducts programs of high & secondary professional education in medical spheres. It trains specialists in internship, residency, postgraduate study, doctoral candidacy, as well as provides professional retraining and qualification improvement. This educational institution is a research center of medical science and medical prophylactic activity. The University’s aim is qualitative professional lifelong learning based on classical traditions of high medical school, educational technologies and highly qualified academic staff. RSMU offers professional development of specialists in health protection competitive on Russian and international level.
RSMU at a Glance

ESTABLISHED
1943 year
Moscow Medical Institute of the Ministry of Public Health of the Russian Federation was established on the basis of the 3rd and 4th Moscow Medical Institutes. 1950 year The Institute was moved to Ryazan where it was named Ryazan State Medical Institute after academician Ivan Petrovich Pavlov in honour of the 100th Anniversary of the scientist.

TODAY
Over 56 000 graduate specialists of different branches; 5500 students; nearly 1000 foreign students from 56 countries of the world; The graduates work in 130 countries of the world; 8 specialties of higher professional education; 3 specialties of secondary professional education; more than 50 departments, 16 training buildings; over 30 directions of postgraduate studies; over 50 specialties of internship program & residency program; 4 directions of doctoral candidacy. 639 qualified teachers and lectures.

There are:
93 professors
346 associate professors & candidates of sciences
30 academicians and associate members of the Russian and international academies.

Teaching hospitals:
47 modern medical-prophylactic organizations and drug-stores of Ryazan and the region,
28 medical departments are supplied with modern diagnostic and treating equipment 70% of all studying time is devoted to practical lessons.
3 councils for PhD and doctoral theses defence.
17 scientific Schools which are well known in Russia & abroad.
The quality of The university educational and scientific activities is guaranteed by certificates of conformity with international standards ISO 9001:2008.
General Medicine

The oldest and the biggest department of RGMU. Over 17 000 doctors graduated from the University and nowadays work in Russia and abroad.

The faculty offers 6-year undergraduate course leading to the award of Doctor of Medicine. Under the guidance of highly qualified professors, students acquire up-to-date knowledge and skills, which serve as a basis for formation of clinical thinking. The graduates complete their higher medical education by specialization (internship) in clinics with modern diagnostic and therapeutic equipment. The best clinics & hospitals of the city serve as teaching grounds for medical students. Students train their skills on the modern mannequins, phantoms, simulators and training devices designed for qualitative mastering of therapeutic and diagnostic procedures. Strong with its traditions, the faculty is considered to be “a forge” of personnel for public health.
**Dentistry**

Higher education 5-year program produces qualified dentists, whose knowledge and practical skills are sufficient to practice in general dentistry – treat patients with oral cavity and tooth diseases, carry out educative activities for the prevention of the mentioned diseases.

The education is based on combination of classical traditions and modern educational and medical technologies.

Early clinical experience starts with practice in nursing in the second year and goes on with practice in dentists’ assistants in the third – fifth years at the teaching dental clinic.

Clinical training takes place in the dental policlinic of RGMU, at the appropriate departments and at the teaching dental clinics.

**Pharmacy**

5-year undergraduate course leads to the honour degree of Master of Science in Pharmacy.

Teaching focuses on fundamental subjects like biology, botanic, physics, physiology, pharmacology, etc. Special attention is paid to chemistry.

The graduate students of the faculty acquire skills in the sphere of development, trials, registration of medicaments, their production and control.

The Faculty of Pharmacy is focused on providing up-to-date teaching and experience in pharmaceutical sciences. We equip our graduates with the knowledge of pharmaceutical management and manufacture so they study pharmaceutical technology, management and economy of pharmacy, pharmaceutics merchandising, marketing, etc. Faculty trains pharmacists to work in drug stores, in pharmaceutical organizations, in governmental organs dealing with pharmaceutical issues and medical services, in specialized analytical and biochemical control laboratories.
**ACTIVITY**

**Educational technologies**
Innovative methods and means of studying are widely used in the process of education: delivering of problem and complex lectures, demonstrative medicine, distance and interactive teaching, electronic textbooks and multimedia means. In accordance with modern demands the newest technologies are used in educational activity: the system of quality managing, Internet-tests, marks’ rating system of students’ knowledge estimation.

**Simulation training center**
The center conducts pre-clinical training of students, organizes training for residents and interns of RGMU. Students train their skills on the modern mannequins, phantoms, simulators and training devices designed for qualitative mastering of therapeutic and diagnostic procedures.

**Training center for clinical psychologists**
The center conducts face to face and distance counselling and trainings.

**Promotion Center of graduates employment**
The Center helps graduates to find a job, conducts career fairs, organizes practical training.

**Library**
The Library collection is over 750 000 books. The library is equipped with access to computer classes, e-books and Scientific Reference Databases. There is an access to the electronic resources of the International Citation System (Scopus). All the library services are free.

**SCIENTIFIC ACTIVITY**
RGMU has advanced research and 17 leading Russian scientific schools which are accepted in Russia and abroad. There are scientific educational center, the vivarium and the innovative enterprises at the University.
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